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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an extension of a syn hronous dataow language providing full fun tionality with a modular
reset operator. This operator an be onsidered as a basi
primitive for des ribing dynami re on gurations in a purely
data- ow framework. The extension proposed here is onservative with respe t to the fundamental properties of the
initial language: rea tivity (i.e, exe ution in bounded memory and time) and referential transparen y are kept. The
reset operator is thus ompatible with higher-order. This is
obtained by extending the lo k al ulus of the initial language and providing a ompilation method. We illustrate
the use of this operator by des ribing an automati en oding of Mode-automata. All the experiments presented in
the paper has been done with Lu id Syn hrone, an ML
extension of Lustre.
Keywords: Fun tional languages, Syn hronous language,
Data- ow, Rea tive systems, Hybrid systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Syn hronous languages like Esterel [4℄, Argos [13℄),
Lustre [7℄ or Signal [1℄ are dedi ated to the programming
of rea tive systems { systems whi h have to rea t ontinuously with their environment at the speed imposed by this
environment. Syn hronous languages are based on the synhronous hypothesis | ommuni ations and omputations
are done in zero time | allowing for a logi al des ription
of the system. They are asso iated with spe ial stati analysis (e.g, ausality analysis, lo k al ulus) and ompilation methods insuring fundamental properties (e.g, deadlo k freedom, determinism, exe ution in bounded time and
memory).
Whereas these languages all share the syn hronous hypothesis and are all omputationally equivalent, they are
quite di erent in nature. Esterel and Argos are of imperative style and are thus well adapted to the des ription
of ontrol-based behaviors (e.g, a mouse ontroller) whereas
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or Signal take their origin in ontrol-theory and
data- ow programming [3℄ and are thus more adapted to
the des ription of sampled ontinuous behaviors. Of ourse,
real systems rarely fall into one of these paradigms but are
often a ombination of ontrol-based behaviors and periodi
behaviors. This explains the interest for proposing multiparadigm languages [10, 16℄ or Mode-automata, as a way
to deal with running modes in a syn hronous data- ow language [15, 14℄.
In this paper, we study the des ription of re on gurable
systems made of sequen es of periodi behaviors inside a
purely data- ow framework. Whereas su h a des ription is
possible, it is not modular and often needs a omplete rewriting of programs. Thus, we propose to add a reset operator
as a way to restart, in a modular way, a periodi behavior
on the re eption of a signal. We think that this onstru tion is the basis for re on guration. We show that su h an
extension is onservative with respe t to the fundamental
properties of the initial language: rea tivity (i.e, exe ution
in bounded memory and time) and referential transparen y
(i.e, the ability to repla e a name by its de nition) are kept.
As an example, we present an en oding of Mode-automata
into the resulting language.
This reset onstru tion has been experimented inside Luid Syn hrone, a fun tional extension of Lustre built on
top of Obje tive Caml [11℄.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives a short
introdu tion to Lu id Syn hrone through an example.
Se tion 3 explores the behavior of a reset, dis usses the semanti al problems raised by this onstru tion and the solution we have adopted. Se tion 4 is the formalization se tion.
Finally, se tion 5 presents an en oding of Mode-automata
into the language extended with the reset onstru tion.

Lustre

2. AN EXAMPLE
This se tion gives a brief introdu tion to Lu id Synthrough an example. Suppose we have to des ribe
the movement of a ball in the earth gravity eld ( gure 1).
For this purpose, we rst de ne an integration step dt (the
sampling rate of the system) and a re tangular integration
integr:
hrone1

let dt = 0.1
let integr x0 dx = x where
re x = (x0 fby x) +. dx *. dt
1
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Figure 1: A ball in the earth gravity eld
The language is a data- ow language, meaning that it manages in nite sequen es or streams as primitive values. Thus,
0.1 stands for an in nite stream and float, for the type of
streams of oats. The integr fun tion re eives two streams
x0 and dx and integrates the signal dx. S alar operators,
like +. or *., are applied point-wisely on streams. fby is
an initialized delay on streams, it returns the initial value of
its rst argument then the previous value of its se ond argument (i.e, (a fby b)n = a1 for n = 1 and bn 1 otherwise).
For example:

time

1

2

3

4

5

x0
0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0
dx
1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0
integr 0:1 0:2 0:3 0:4 0:5

:::
:::
:::
:::

let throw li k = (x,y) where
re (x,y) = merge ond
(ball ((0., 0., 50., 50.) when ond))
(((0.,0.) fby (x,y)) when not ond)
and ond = not li k
merge is an oversampling operator, ombining two omplementary streams (with opposite lo ks). Here, we ombine
the stream omputing the position of the ball when the user
does not li k and a stream returning the previous value of
the position. The time diagrams are given below:
li k
sthrow li k
throw li k

Given the de laration of integr, the ompiler automatially infers its type (:) and its lo k (::):
node integr : float -> float -> float
node integr :: 'a -> 'a -> 'a

f t f f t t f :::
v 1 ? v2 v3 ? ? v 4 : : :
v1 v1 v2 v3 v3 v3 v4 : : :

This example introdu ed the main syn hronous primitives. Being a fun tional language, fun tions an also be
abstra ted over fun tions.

3. A RESET OPERATOR

stating that integr takes two (streams of) oats and returns
a (stream of) oats. The lo k is a Boolean information
indi ating for every stream the instants where it is de ned.
The lo k 'a -> 'a -> 'a is read like this: for any lo k 'a,
if the arguments x0 and dx are on lo k 'a, then the result is
on lo k 'a. Said di erently, the fun tion integr emits an
item every time it re eives an item of x0 and dx. Now, using
this integration fun tion, we an express the movement of
the ball on one axis. Combining two movements, we obtain
the expe ted result:
let movement x0 dx0 d2x0 =
integr x0 (integr dx0 d2x0)
let ball (x0,y0,dx0,dy0) = (x,y)
where x = movement x0 dx0 0.
and
y = movement y0 dy0 (-. 9.81)

3.1 Intuitive Behavior
We would like now to re-throw the ball every time the
user li ks on the mouse button (for example with a di erent
initial speed). A reset operator allows a very simple and
natural expression of this behavior. Re-throwing the ball
onsists in restarting the ball fun tion or resetting it. We
would like to be able to write the following program:
let throw (dx0,dy0) li k =
reset li k ball (0., 0., dx0, dy0)

The intuitive behavior of reset is simple: it takes a signal
( li k), a fun tion (ball) and some inputs (0.,0.,dx0,dy0)
and restarts the exe ution of ball (0.,0.,dx0,dy0) every
time li k is true. Considering a simpler example:
let up i = x where re

x = i fby (x + 1)

where up is a fun tion ounting from an initial value i, an
exe ution of reset up 1 ould be:

let throw = ball (0., 0., 50., 50.)

This simple program omputes the stream of the su essive
positions of the ball. Suppose now that we would like to
suspend the omputation when the user is li king on the
mouse button. throw is now a fun tion, taking a Boolean
input li k, the status of the mouse button:
let sthrow li k =
ball ((0., 0., 50., 50.) when (not

The when operator lters a stream a ording to a Boolean
ondition, making the arguments of ball only present at the
instants where li k is false 2 . Thus, the position of the ball
only evolves at these spe i instants. The lo k information
states that if the argument li k is on lo k 'a, then the
result is on a sub- lo k 'a on not li k, i.e, the result is
present when li k is present and false. Using when we
managed to suspend the omputation, however, when the
user is li king on the mouse, sthrow doesn't return any
value, it is absent. To be able to read the position, we would
like that the fun tion returns the last omputed value while
the user was li king. We use the merge operator:

li k))

node sthrow :: ( li k_1:'a) -> 'a on not

li k_1

up 1
reset

up 1

f f t f f t f :::
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 :::
1 2 1 2 3 1 2 :::

The expe ted behavior of (reset up) is thus the following: (reset up x) a ts as (up x) until is true and
after has been true, reset up x a ts as reset ' up x'
where ' (resp. x') is the sub-stream of (resp. x) starting
2
li k is renamed li k 1 in order to avoid lashes between
names.

when is true. This behavior is learly re ursive and an
be de ned as the ombination of a stream ending when is
true and a stream starting at this same instant. We have:
let whilenot
= o where
re o = true -> if
then false else pre o
let re reset_up
x =
let ond = whilenot
in
merge ond
(up (x when ond))
(reset_up ( when not ond) (x when not

ond))

Unfortunately, re ursive fun tions are forbidden in the language when dealing with real-time systems sin e the ompiler may not be able to produ e nite state ma hines. However, we may noti e that this fun tion is a parti ular ase
of re ursion and an be related to tail-re ursion in lassi al
programming languages: the aller will never be used after
the re ursive all. Nonetheless, re ognizing those re ursions
in a higher-order syn hronous data- ow language and providing stati analysis (e.g, lo k al ulus) and ompilation
methods for them is still an open problem.

3.2 Resetting Without Reset
Looking at our previous example, one ould wonder if the

reset ouldn't be obtained by a simple rewriting of the orig-

inal ode. Indeed, we an write:

let reset_up res x = o where
re o = if res then x else (x fby (o + 1))

Thus reset res up x should have the same behavior as
reset_up res x. Here, we just add the reset ondition as
a parameter and use it to return x every time the signal is
true. Following this example, resetting a fun tion on the
re eption of a signal an be obtained by adding an extra
ontrol wire to every initialized delay ontained in the fun tion. This wire is used for resetting the delays when the
reset ondition is true. Thus, it is always possible to reate
a \resettable" version of a fun tion by rewriting delays:

x fby y

)

if res then x else (x fby y )

However, several problems make this transformation hard
to do expli itly (by hand) in pra ti e:

the reset signal has to be arried up to the fby operator,
in the integration fun tion. When a fun tion ontains several initialized delays, all on the same lo k, then the reset
ondition an be shared by all these delays. We an noti e
that, on this example, the modi ations ould be greatly
simpli ed using me hanisms like impli it parameters [12℄.

3.2.2 Clocks
Some are must be taken when dealing with fun tions
ontaining ltering or over-sampling operations (when or
merge). The lo k of the reset ondition must be onsistent with the lo k of the expression. Consider the following
example:
let f x =
let re nat = 0 fby (nat + 1) in
merge x nat 0
nat is de ned only when x is true (i.e, it has lo k 'a on
x). Translating f into the following fun tion:
let f' res x =
let re nat = if res then 0
else (0 fby (nat + 1)) in
merge x nat 0

would impose that res be on lo k ('a on x) meaning that
nat is only reset when res and x are true. Thus (f'
x)
is ertainly not equivalent to (reset f x). In order to be
able to reset nat even when x is absent, the programmer
should add some extra ode de ning the variable res. The
problem be omes even harder when the program ontains
several fby with di erent lo ks as in:
let f x =
let re nat = 0 fby (nat + 1) in
0 fby (merge x nat 0)

The reset onditions of these two fby operators an not be
the same sin e they do not share the same lo k.
A hieving the reset by means of a hand- oded program
transformation is thus not straightforward. It requires the
knowledge of lo k information, and is ertainly not modular. This is typi ally what a ompiler should do. Thus
we hoose to provide in the language a dedi ated reset onstru tion. The ompilation method onsists in produ ing a
new program where initialized delay restart with their initial
value as it is presented in this se tion.

3.2.1 Modularity
The reset signal has to be arried everywhere in the program in order to rea h all the fby, thus ausing modi ations
in the whole ode. If we try to reset our ball example, we
obtain:

3.3 Scope of the Reset Operator

let integr res init dx = y
where re y = (if res then init else
(init fby y)) +. dx *. dt

let re

let movement res x0 dx0 d2x0 =
integr res x0 (integr res dx0 d2x0)
let ball res (x0,y0,dx0,dy0) = (x,y)
where x = movement res x0 dx0 0.
and
y = movement res y0 dy0 (-. 9.81)
let throw li (dx,dy) =
ball li (0., 0., dx, dy)

The behavior given for the reset is still intuitive, and we
qui kly nd the need to make it more pre ise. If we onsider
the following de nition:
nat = 0 fby (nat + 1) in

let add_nat n = 0 fby (n + nat) in
reset
add_nat 1

our intuitive de nition already shows its limits. Here nat is
a free variable in the de nition of add nat. Should nat be
reset with add nat or not? Both possibilities are of interest,
depending on the needs of the programmer. We shall study
both solutions, and see that ea h of them introdu es semanti al problems, and we shall explain the hoi e made in this
paper.

3.3.1 A Local Reset
The rst solution is to de ne a lo al reset, only resetting
the delays present inside the body of the fun tion. In the
previous example this means not resetting nat when add nat
is reset. This allows for the de nition of global variables used
in several fun tions, like global ounters and whi h do not
have to be reset by those fun tions.
This solution introdu es a major semanti al problem as
it breaks the fundamental referential transparen y property
of the language:
let x = e1 in e2 =

e2 [e1 =x℄ and (x:e2 )e1 = e2 [e1 =x℄

Here, applying this prin iple on the previous example should
not hange the semanti s of the program. We obtain:
let add_nat n =
let re nat = 0 fby (nat + 1) in
0 fby (n + nat) in
reset
add_nat 1

However, doing the substitution here hanges the result: the
fby from nat is now in the s ope of the reset and is thus reset.
This substitution prin iple is essential in syn hronous dataow languages and should be kept.

3.3.2 A Global Reset
The se ond solution is to de ne a global reset. This means
that nat should be reset every time the fun tion add nat
is reset. The immediate result is that this solution should
keep the substitution property. However, we still en ounter
problems. What shall be done if nat is shared by several
fun tions as in the example:
let re nat = 0
in
let add_nat n =
let sub_nat n =
reset
add_nat

fby (nat + 1)
0 fby n + nat in
0 fby n - nat in
(sub_nat 1)

when add nat is reset, nat should be reset as it appears in
its de nition. However, why should the nat appearing in
the de nition of sub nat be reset too? This is a problem of
variable sharing and, at least, two solutions an be investigated:



dupli ate nat. Clearly, here, two opies of nat would
be needed, one ontinuing its exe ution and one whi h
is reset every time is true. However this is against
the sharing expressed by the let onstru tion: in a
syn hronous data- ow language, nat is really a memory ell, not a fun tion. The problem be omes harder
in ase of rewinding as in:



3.3.3 The Proposed Solution
The reset operator has to keep rea tivity and has to keep
the substitution prin iple. To ensure these two properties,
the operator presented in this paper is a global reset and
the use of multiple instan es of a variable reset on di erent
onditions is forbidden.
The restri tion on the use of multiple instan es of a variable is more a spe i ation than a restri tion: two instan es
of a variable reseted on di erent onditions should be unshared, they are de nitively not the same stream.
There is no de nitive argument between a lo al and a
global reset. However, in syn hronous data- ow languages,
we think that the substitution prin iple is primary. Moreover, we want this operator as modular as possible, and
fully ompatible with higher order and separate ompilation. Here, only the global reset o ers this safety.
As a nal note, a lo al reset an be simulated by a global
one, by adding extra parameters for the free variables of the
fun tion to be reset. For example, if we do not want to reset
nat:
let re nat = 0 fby (nat + 1) in
let add_nat (var_nat, n) = 0 fby n + var_nat
in (reset
add_nat) (n,1)

4. FORMALIZATION
We des ribe a Lu id Syn hrone kernel and its denotational semanti s on streams, following the presentation of [5,
6℄. It is essentially a fun tional kernel omplemented with
spe ial primitives managing syn hronous streams.

4.1 The Basic Language and its Semantics
A Lu id Syn hrone program manages streams as primitive values and is built above a host language providing
s alar values (e.g, integer onstants, arithmeti operators).
An expression (e) may be a variable (x), a stream re ursion
(re x:e) 3 , an abstra tion (x:e), an appli ation (e e) or
a expression managing streams. s stands for s alar values
imported from the host language. S alar values an be lifted
using the onstant generator onst and the point-wise appli ation extend. onst takes an extra impli it parameter
giving its lo k 4 .
e ::= x j re x:e j x:e j e e

let re x =
reset
(fun v -> 0 fby x + v) (0 fby x)

Finally, what shall be done when a free variable appearing in the body of the fun tion to be reset depends on an input of the system? An entry annot
be re omputed: the only way to restart a fun tion depending on an input is to store the su essive values of
the input. Thus rea tivity of programs an no longer
be guaranteed (the exe ution in bounded memory may
be lost).

the se ond solution is to forbid su h ases, that is, to
forbid di erent o urren es of a stream variable to be
reset on di erent onditions. The omputations of the
stream nat reset when is true and the omputation
of nat an not be shared. If both streams are really
needed, the user must de ne a fun tion and use two
separate instan es of this fun tion.

s ::=
k ::=
3
x
4

j merge e e e j e fby e j e when e
j onst[ k℄ s j extend e e
j true j false j + j : : :
x j k on e

is a stream value and not a fun tion.
As shown in previous se tions, the programmer does not
have a ess to these lifting operators. Be ause stream values
(node) and s alar values are strongly separated | they are
de ned in di erent modules |, a value imported from the
s alar level is automati ally lifted to the level of streams. In
the same way, the extra argument of onst is automati ally
inferred by the lo k al ulus.

Basi values of the language are named lo ked streams. A
lo ked stream of type T is made of:




a main stream s of values of type T
a Boolean stream, named a lo k, indi ating the instant where s is de ned.

Their formal de nition is:
Val T = ? + T
Stream T = T:(Stream T )
CStream T = Stream (Val
tl are de ned as usual:

A ess fun tions hd and

hd (x:l) = x
tl (x:l) = l

The lo k of a stream is a Boolean stream (f stands for
false and t for true) su h that:
lo k (?: ) = f:( lo k )
lo k (v: ) = t:( lo k )

4.1.1 Lifting Constants and Primitives
S alar values may be transformed into stream values, using the primitives onst and extend.
onst takes a value and a lo k k and builds a onstant
stream made with this value. The lo k of ( onst [ k℄ v ) is
k.
onst [t: s℄
onst [f: s℄

v = v:( onst [ s℄ v )
v = ?:( onst [ s℄ v )

extend transforms a s alar primitive into a stream primi-

tive.

extend (?:f ) (?:v ) = ?:(extend f v )
extend (e:e ) (v:v ) = (e v ):(extend e v )

We may noti e that this semanti s is partial: the two
arguments and the result are all on the same lo k (they
are syn hronous), otherwise the fun tion is not de ned (and
orresponds to a pattern-mat hing failure). The purpose of
the lo k al ulus is to stati ally reje t su h ases.

4.1.2 Delay
fby (for \followed-by") is the unitary delay: it onses the
head of its rst argument to its se ond argument.

x

fby y = fby1 x y
fby1 (?:x ) (?:y ) = ?:(fby1 x
fby1 (x:x ) (y:y ) = x:(fby2 y x
fby2
fby2

4.1.3 Sampling operators
Sub-streams may be built from streams, using the operator when.
(?:e ) when (?: s) = ?:(e when s)
(e:e ) when (f: s) = ?:(e when s)
(e:e ) when (t: s) = e:(e when s)

T)

? denotes the absen e of value.

new state fby2 storing the previous value of its se ond argument. In this state, it emits a value every time its two
arguments are present.

y)
y)

z (?:x ) (?:y ) = ?:(fby2 z x y )
z (x:x ) (y:y ) = z:(fby2 y x y )

Here again, the arguments and the result of fby must be
on the same lo k. fby orresponds to a two-state ma hine:
while the two arguments are absent, it emits nothing and
stays in its initial state fby1. When the two arguments beome present, it emits its rst argument and goes into the

The two arguments of a when operator must be on the same
lo k but what is the lo k of its result? The resulting
stream is present only when the ondition is present and
true. Let k be the lo k of its two arguments and , the
Boolean ondition. The lo k of the result will be noted
k on . Its de nition is:
(f: ls) on (?: s) = f:( ls on s)
(t: ls) on (f: s) = f:( ls on s)
(t: ls) on (t: s) = t:( ls on s)
Here again, the semanti s is partial. The se ond ondition
must be on the lo k k.
Sub-streams an be ombined with the merge operator.
merge (?: ) (?:x ) (?:y ) = ?:(merge
merge (t: ) (x:x ) (?:y ) = x:(merge
merge (f: ) (?:x ) (y:y ) = y:(merge

x y)
x y)
x y)

(merge l x y ) merges two omplementary sub-streams
x and y . The lo k of the result is the lo k of the ondition, provided x is present when the ondition is true and
y is absent. Conversely, x must be absent and y must be
present when the ondition is false.
These operators are the basi primitives of a syn hronous
language like Lustre or Lu id Syn hrone. The semanti s
for abstra tion, appli ation and re ursion is the usual one.
Su h a kernel an thus be entirely simulated inside any
lazy language (e.g, Haskell [9℄). Nonetheless, it is only a
simulation in the sense that streams will be allo ated and
deallo ated at every instant and that every operator will
test for presen e or absen e of its arguments. Data- ow synhronous languages have developed mu h better ompilation
te hniques where programs are ompiled into transition systems [8, 2, 6℄. This aspe t is not addressed here.

4.1.4 Synchronous Execution and Reactivity
The denotational semanti s we have given for stream primitives is partial and may lead to pattern-mat hing failures.
We say that a program an be syn hronously evaluated when
there is no pattern-mat hing failure during the exe ution.
This de nition an be formulated by omplementing the domain of lo ked streams with a spe ial error value fail su h
that:
FCStream

T = CStream T + fail

Now, every stream primitive op with a partial de nition is
omplemented with a rule of the form:

op e1 : : : en = fail

Definition 1 (Syn hronous exe ution). A stream
expression e an be syn hronously evaluated if e 6! fail
and if e ! v:e0 then e0 an be syn hronously evaluated.
It is easy to hara terize a rea tive subset of this synhronous kernel: rea tive programs are programs whi h an
be syn hronously evaluated, where re ursive stream de nitions are always guarded by delays and whi h do not use
re ursive fun tions. For su h a kernel, programs an be
ompiled into nite state ma hines [5, 6℄.

4.2 Clock Calculus
The goal of the lo k al ulus is to provide stati ally
he kable onditions allowing an expression to be syn hronously
evaluated. In Lu id Syn hrone, lo ks play the same role
as types in Ml languages, that is, to avoid some kinds of
run-time errors.
Theorem 1

(Corre tion).

be syn hronously evaluated.

Well lo ked programs an

The lo k al ulus asserts the judgment :

H`e : l
meaning that \expression e has lo k l in the environment
H ". A lo k l is either a lo k variable , a sub- lo k of a
lo k, l on e monitored by some Boolean stream expression
e, or a lo k fun tion (x : l) ! l. Clo k expressions are
de omposed into lo k s hemes ( ) and lo k instan es ( l).
l : := j l on e j (x : l) ! l
 : := l j 8 :
An environment H is a list of assumptions on the lo ks
of free variables of e. We suppose that the names xi are

distin t from ea h others:
H ::= [x0 : 0 ; :::; xn : n ℄
F V ( ) is the set of free lo k variables of l whereas fv ( )
is the set of free expression variables of l. F V and fv are
extended to be applied to environments. Clo ks may be
generalized or instantiated in the following way:
GenH ( l) = 8 1 ; :::; n : l if 1 ; :::; n 62 F V (H )
Inst( l) = l
Inst(8 1 ; :::; n : l) = l[ l1 = 1 ; :::; ln = n ℄
Axioms and inferen e rules of the lo k system are given in
gure 2. The onstant generator onst has any lo k l.
The arguments and result of a fby or a extend are all on
the same lo k. The lo k of (e when ) is ( on ) if e
and have lo k . merge needs its two arguments to be
on omplementary lo ks. The lo king rules for appli ation
and abstra tion are the one of a dependent type system. For
example, when lo king a fun tion, we must keep tra k of
the fa t that the argument x may appear in the lo k of the
result and must not appear in the hypothesis.
Equality between lo ks is onsidered modulo - onversion.
After the lo k al ulus, a lo k an be asso iated with
every sub-expression. In parti ular, the onstant generator
( onst) re eives an extra argument | its lo k | and may
be given a denotational semanti s on lo ked streams 5 .
5
In pra ti e, lo ks are used for ompiling memory operator
(i.e, delays) and for optimization purposes. Using lo ks,
the ompilers stati ally knows whi h part of the expression
have to be omputed at every instant.

CONST H `

onst

i: l

FBY H ` fby : 8 :

! !
EXTEND H ` extend : 8 : ! !
H ` merge : 8 :(x : ) ! on x ! on not x !
WHEN H ` when : 8 : ! (x : ) ! on x
0
ABST H; x : l ` e : l x 62 fv (H )
H ` x:e : (x : l) ! l0
0
APP H ` f : (x : l) ! l H ` e : l
H ` f e : l0 [e=x℄
REC H; x : l ` e : l x 62 fv (H )
H ` re x:e : l
INST

l = Inst( )
H; x :  ` x : l

LET H ` e1 : l1 H; x : GenH ( l1 ) ` e2 : l2
H ` let x = e1 in e2 : l2 [e1 =x℄
Figure 2: The basi

lo k al ulus

4.3 Adding a Reset Operator
We omplement the language with a reset operator. Clo ks
are also enri hed with a new onstru tion l every e. An
expression on this lo k is reset every time e is true.
e ::= : : : j reset e e e
k ::= : : : j k every e
As said previously, the reset appli ation (reset f e) a ts
as (f e) while is false and restarts a new appli ation every
time is true. f a ts as a totally new fun tion every time
is true. Thus, every stream used by f must restart with its
initial value.
This reset information an be taken into a ount in a simple way by extending the notion of lo k. A lo k is now a
pair of Boolean streams, the rst one indi ating when the
stream is present and the se ond one indi ating when the
stream is reset. Streams are now de ned by:
Val T = (? + T )  bool
CRstream T = Stream (Val T )
FCRstream T = CRStream T + fail

A ess fun tions and the point-wise produ t of streams are
de ned as follows:
fst (v; r):l = v:fst l
snd (v; r):l = r:snd l
prod (v:vs) (w:ws) = (v; w):prod

vs ws

The presen e and resetting of a stream are de ned by:
pres (s) = lo k(fst s)

res (s) = snd

s

The semanti s of lifting primitives onst and extend is
modi ed in this way:
r onst
rextend

l v = prod ( onst [pres l℄ v )(res l)
v w = prod (extend (fst v ) (fst w))(snd v )

4.3.1 The New Semantics for Delays
Only the semanti s of the fby operator has to be modied. Indeed, we have:

x

fby

y = fby1 x y

fby1
fby1
fby1
fby1

((?; t):xs) ((?; t):ys) = (?; t):(fby1 xs ys)
((?; f ):xs) ((?; f ):ys) = (?; f ):(fby1 xs ys)
((x; t):xs) ((y; t):ys) = (x; t):(fby2 y xs ys)
((x; f ):xs) ((y; f ):ys) = (x; f ):(fby2 y xs ys)

fby2
fby2
fby2
fby2

z ((?; f ):xs) ((?; f ):ys) = (?; f ):(fby2 z xs ys)
z ((?; t):xs) ((?; t):ys) = (?; t):(fby1 xs ys)
z ((x; f ):xs) ((y; f ):ys) = (z; f ):(fby2 y xs ys)
z ((x; t):xs) ((y; t):ys) = (x; t):(fby2 y xs ys)

fby has two di erent states. While

x and y are absent,

it emits nothing and stays in its urrent state (fby1). When

x is present, it emits x and goes in the state (fby2). In this

state, it emits its se ond argument while the reset ondition
is false and it goes ba k to its initial state every time the
reset ondition is true.
As before, this semanti s is partial and an be omplemented, using the fail value.

4.3.2 The New Semantics for Clocks
We must be very areful when giving the semanti s of on
and every. Indeed, what happens when we reset a stream
whi h is absent? In the same way, what does it mean to
sample a stream whi h is reset?
The semanti s of ( l on ) be omes:
((f; b): ls) on ((?; b): s) = (f; b):( ls on s)
((t; b): ls) on ((f; b): s) = (f; b):( ls on s)
((t; b): ls) on ((t; b): s) = (t; b):( ls on s)
Thus, the semanti s of on does not take the reset information into a ount. An expression with lo k ( l on ) is
present when l is true and is present and true.
The semanti s of l every be omes:
((f; b): ls) every ((?; b): s) = (f; b):( ls every s)
((t; t): ls) every ((b; t): s) = (t; t):( ls every s)
((t; f ): ls) every ((b; f ): s) = (t; b):( ls every s)
Conversely , the reset information is propagated even when
the lo k is false.

4.3.3 New Clock Rule
Clo ks are enri hed with a new onstru tion, dealing with
the reset information. We introdu e the lo k ( l every e).
Clo ks are now:
l ::= : : : j l every e
The lo k of a reset is:
H ` reset : 8 :( : ) ! ( every ! every ) ! !

(reset f e) restarts the exe ution of (f e) every time is
true. It means that every stream depending on the input or
output of f is reset every time is true. Thus, (reset f e)
an be understood as a spe ial form of fun tion appli ation.
After the lo k al ulus is performed, every operation is annotated with its lo k following the same treatment as with
regular lo ks [5, 6℄.

4.4 Properties
We show that adding this onstru tion does not break the
main prin iples of the basi kernel.
Property 1

(Preservation of

pression e1 and e2 su h that H
H ` e2 : l .

lo ks).

For any ex-

` e1 : l and e1 ! e2 then

Proof. The proof is based on the following lemma. Detailed proofs are given in the appendix.
Lemma 1 (Substitution). If H; x : l1 ` e2 : l2 where
x 62 fv (H ) and H ` e1 : l1 then H ` e2 [e1 =x℄ : l2 [e1 =x℄.
Property 2

(Corre tness).

an be syn hronously exe uted.
Proof.

Well lo ked programs

The proof is similar to the one given in [6℄.

5. APPLICATION:
ENCODING MODE-AUTOMATA
In the examples we have onsidered, the reset operator
has been used for restarting a behavior. We think that this
operator an be of mu h more general use, and in parti ular
an be used to de ne re on gurable systems. As an example
of a real use, we have developed an automati translation of
Mode-Automata [14, 15℄ in Lu id Syn hrone.

5.1 Mode-Automata
Mode-automata has been proposed re ently for dealing
with running modes in the syn hronous language Lustre.
On one hand, data- ow languages appear as the best hoi e
for des ribing sampled ontinuous systems and on the other
hand, imperative languages allow a very simple des ription
of ontrol-based systems. Hybrid systems, like sequen es
of ontinuous behaviors, would require an hybrid approa h.
Mode-automata propose su h an approa h, providing an automaton formalism to express the ontrol part of the system,
the ontinuous part being written in Lustre. Consider, for
example, a two-state mode-automaton:
X=0
X=pre X + 1

X>10

X=pre X - 1

X<0

[℄
This automaton de nes a stream X, with the initial value
0. The equation de ning X is given by the urrent state,
whi h is alled a mode. Initially, X is de ned as X = pre X +
1 (mode1 ). When a transition o urs, the equation de ning X

is modi ed. If X is greater than 10, it be omes X = pre X 1 (mode2 ). More omplex Mode-automata are obtained by
omposition. The parallel omposition allows for ombining
several automata working syn hronously. The hierar hi al
omposition allows for a mode, or a part of a node to be
de ned as an automaton itself.
An important remark about Mode-automata is that only
the omputations belonging to the running mode must be
exe uted during an instant. Compilation following this property and produ ing sequential ode have been proposed.

5.2 Mode-Automata in Lucid-Synchrone
The modes by themselves, being Lustre programs, will
nd a dire t expression in Lu id Syn hrone. The diÆ ulty
in en oding mode-automata in the language omes from the
ontrol part of the system, that is, the automaton stru ture.
It would be natural to de ne this stru ture using mutually
re ursive fun tions. However, as said before, re ursive fun tions are forbidden in order to guarantee rea tivity. Here,
we'll use the reset to express this re ursive behavior.
A mode is seen as a fun tion taking as arguments the inputs of the system and the initial values of the variables. It
returns the outputs of the mode and the mode to exe ute
on the next instant (determined by the transition ondition).
For the simple example presented above, we obtain the following de nitions 6 . mode_init de nes the initial mode and
modes are en oded by integers (e.g, 1 stands for mode_1).
let mode_1 x_init = (x, n_mode) where
re x = (x_init -> pre x) + 1
and n_mode = if x > 10 then 2 else 0

X=pre(X)+1
Y=10
C

X init 0 : int
Y init 0 : int
Z init 0 : int

A
D

Y=0

Y=pre(Y)-1

(Z>100 and i) or j
B

F

E
Z=pre(Z)+Y

Then we de ne a bran hing fun tion hoosing at every instant whi h mode to exe ute. The fun tion takes the input
of the system, the mode to exe ute and applies the mode to
the input. For this purpose, we de ne the a tivation ondition ond_a t of a fun tion. The a tivation ondition takes
a default value default, a Boolean ondition lk, a fun tion
f and an input input and omputes f input only when lk
is true. Otherwise, it returns the previously emitted value:
lk)

Using this operator, the bran hing fun tion be omes:

6

This translation of a simple automaton is quite straightforward. We may now onsider the ase of more omplex
Mode-automata whi h are obtained using parallel and hierar hi al ompositions. Consider for example, the following
automaton:

Z>100

let mode_init x_init = (x_init, 1)

let run (x,mode) =
let re
ur_mode = if mode =
else mode
if ur_mode = 0 then
ond_a t (x,0) ( ur_mode =
else if ur_mode = 1 then
ond_a t (x,0) ( ur_mode =
else
ond_a t (x,0) ( ur_mode =

let automat () =
let re (x,mode) =
let imode = 1 -> pre mode in
reset (false -> ((1 -> imode) <> 0))
run ((0 -> pre x), (1 -> imode))
in x

Y=pre(Y)+1

let mode_2 x_init = (x, n_mode) where
re x = (x_init -> pre x) - 1
and n_mode = if x < 0 then 1 else 0

let ond_a t default lk f input = o where
re o = merge lk (f (input when lk))
((default fby o) when not

It is important to noti e here that the expe ted behavior
of Mode-automata is a hieved: thanks to the use of lo ks
in ondition a tivations, only the omputations belonging
to the urrent mode are exe uted. Now by resetting this
bran hing fun tion ea h time a transition is taken, we obtain the global system. Modes take their new initial value
(the urrent value of the system) when a reset awakes them.
The main fun tion, de ning the whole automaton is the following:

0 then (0 -> pre m)
in
0) mode_init x
1) mode_1 x
2) mode_2 x

-> is the initialization operator and pre is the non initialized delay operator. x -> y = if true fby false then x
else y and pre x = dummy fby x where dummy is any value
with a orre t type.

Z<50

X=0

X=pre(X)-1

Z=pre(Z)-Y

[℄
where Y and Z in mode A are given by an internal automaton (hierar hi al omposition). This automaton being
de ned itself as the parallel omposition of two smaller automata.
Parallel omposition onsists in alling ea h automaton
in order to de ne the orresponding variables. Hierar hi al
omposition appears in the de nition of the external mode
as a fun tion all to the internal automaton.
Following the previous example, we an en ode the automata de ning Y and Z as two fun tions. The initial value
and the initial modes are taken as arguments of the fun tions. Y is also an argument of the fun tion de ning Z,
as it appears in the de nition of Z. Now the parallel (synhronous) omposition of these two automata is:
let par (y_init,z_init) mode_init = (y,z) where
re y = auto_y y_init mode_init
and z = auto_z (z_init,y) mode_init

The fun tion par de nes the automaton reated by the parallel omposition of the two simpler automata. Thanks to
higher-order, this parallel omposition may even be more
general, by abstra ting over the modes auto_y and auto_z.
In order to en ode the omplete automaton, we need to
express the mode A whi h ontains itself the previous automaton. Again, this expression is straightforward, we follow the previous en oding. Y and Z are only de ned by a
all to the fun tion par:

let mode_a ((i,j),(y_init,z_init,x_init)) =
let re (y,z) = par (y_init,z_init) 1
and x = ((x_init -> pre x) + 1)
in ((y,z,x),
if (((z > 100) & i) or j) then 3 else 0)

The rest of the translation follows the rst example.

5.3 Relevance of the Encoding
The en oding presented above des ribes the prin iples for
a translation of Mode-automata into Lu id Syn hrone.
An automati translator has been written following this enoding.
The obtained ode seems to be more omplex than the
initial automaton. Su h an en oding has several properties.



It is modular: every node is en oded as a fun tion and
we de ne a bran hing fun tion using the reset operator
and sele ting the mode to exe ute.



It is orre t with respe t to the expe ted behavior of
Mode-automata: only the omputations in the urrent
mode are omputed at a time.



It is ompatible with the whole language (e.g, higherorder, lo ks). In parti ular, ea h node may be de ned
by a fun tion (e.g. an equation like x = f(y)).

The main weakness of this en oding omes here from the
obligation to expli itly pass the urrent value of ea h de ned
variable from mode to mode. This is be ause we try to
express a system using shared memory in a purely fun tional
model (here, the urrent value of ea h variable is shared
among modes).

6.

RELATED WORKS

This work is naturally related to several works about the
ombination of formalisms in syn hronous languages [10,
16℄. However, our approa h di ers in the sense that we do
not want to mix several formalisms but, instead, to extend in
a onservative way, the data- ow paradigm with some onstru tions allowing the dire t expression of re on gurable
systems.
Sequential onstru tions on data- ows were proposed in
Signal [17℄. The notion of intervals proposed in this work
orrespond to the lo k every proposed here. Our ontribution is the analysis of the s ope of the onstru tion, and the
use of the lo k al ulus in order to ensure this s ope. Our
reset onstru tion is thus fully ompatible with the whole
language.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the addition of a reset
onstru t to Lu id Syn hrone, a syn hronous data- ow
language. This is a stri t extension of the language and all
properties have been preserved. This has been obtained by
an analysis of the s ope of the reset operator. The addition
of this operator is done by a simple extension of the lo k
al ulus.
This operator allows the de nition of re on gurable systems, the re ursive behavior of su h systems ould be simulated with the reset. As an example of su h de nitions, we
have presented an en oding of Mode-automata. A tool has

been developed, translating automati ally Mode-automata
into valid Lu id Syn hrone programs.
Future works in lude two elds of resear h. First, a better
exploration of the expressive power of the reset, and its use
in the de nition of re on gurable systems ould be investigated. The work on Mode-Automata is a good starting point
for su h an experimentation. The se ond extension of this
work is to understand re ursive fun tions in a syn hronous
data- ow language and in parti ular tail-re ursion.
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APPENDIX

Lemma 2 (Substitution). If H; x : l1 ` e2 : l2 where
x 62 fv (H ) and H ` e1 : l1 then H ` e2 [e1 =x℄ : l2 [e1 =x℄.
Proof. We prove the following stronger property.
If H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e : l where Hr = [x2 : l2 ; :::; xn : ln ℄
su h that for all i, xi 62 fv (H; x1 : l1 ; :::; xi 1 : li 1 ) and
H ` e1 : l1 then H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e[e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄.
The proof is done by stru tural indu tion on e.

Variables (e = x1 ): Thus l = l1 and x1 [e1 =x1 ℄ = e1 .
Then l1 [e1 =x1 ℄ = l1 .
Variables (e = xi with xi : li 2 Hr ): xi [e1 =x1 ℄ =
xi . If H; x1 : l1 ; :::; xi : li ; ::: ` xi : li then H; :::; xi :
li [e1 =x℄; ::: ` xi : li [e1 =x1 ℄.
Variables (e = xi with xi : li 2 H): xi [e1 =x1 ℄ = xi .
Then li [e1 =x1 ℄ = li sin e x1 62 fv (H ).
Syn hronous primitives (e = extend e3 e4 ): The lo k
al ulus derivation of e has the form:
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 : l H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e4 : l
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` extend e3 e4 : l
Using the indu tion hypothesis on e3 and e4 , we have the
following derivation:

H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` extend e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
When (e = e3 when e4 ): The lo k al ulus derivation of e
is:

H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 : l
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e4 : l
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 when e4 : l on e4

Using the indu tion hypothesis on e3 and e4 , we now have
the following derivation:

H; Hr `

H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ when e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄ on e4 [e1 =x1 ℄

The proof for merge is similar.

Reset (e = reset e3 e4 e5 ): The lo k derivation is:
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 : l H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e5 : l
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e4 : l every e3 ! l every e3
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` reset e3 e4 e5 : l
Using the indu tion hypothesis, we obtain:

H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e5 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄ every e3 [e1 =x1 ℄
! l[e1 =x1 ℄ every e3 [e1 =x1 ℄
H ` reset e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ e5 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄

Abstra tion (e = y:e3 ): We only onsider the ase where
y 62 fv (e1 ). Otherwise, y may be renamed with a fresh
variable. The lo k al ulus derivation is:
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ; y : l ` e3 : l3
y 62 fv (H; x1 : l1 ; Hr )
H; x : l1 ; Hr ` y:e3 : (y : l) ! l3

Using the indu tion hypothesis on e3 , we obtain the derivation:
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄; y : l[e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l3 [e1 =x1 ℄
y 62 fv (H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄)
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` y:e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : (y : l[e1 =x1 ℄) ! l3 [e1 =x1 ℄

Sin e ((y : l) ! l3 )[e1 =x1 ℄ = (y : l[e1 =x1 ℄) ! l3 [e1 =x1 ℄.

Appli ation (e = e3 e4 ): We have the following derivation:
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 : (y : l) ! l2 H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e4 : l
H; x1 : l1 ; Hr ` e3 e4 : l2 [e4 =y ℄
Using the indu tion hypothesis on e3 and e4 , we an nd
the derivation:
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : (y : l[e1 =x1 ℄) ! l2 [e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l[e1 =x1 ℄
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ e4 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l2 [e1 =x1 ℄[e4 [e1 =x1 ℄=y ℄

But l2 [e1 =x1 ℄[e4 [e1 =x1 ℄=y ℄ = l2 [e4 =y ℄[e1 =x1 ℄ sin e y 62 fv (e1 ).

Re ursion (e = re y: e3 ): The derivation has the following
form:

H; x : l1 ; Hr ; y : l2 ` e3 : l2
y 62 fv (H; x : l1 )
H; x : l1 ; Hr ` re y:e3 : l2
Using the indu tion hypothesis on e3 , we have:
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄; y : l2 [e1 =x1 ℄ ` e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l2 [e1 =x1 ℄
y 62 fv (H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄)
H; Hr [e1 =x1 ℄ ` re y:e3 [e1 =x1 ℄ : l2 [e1 =x1 ℄
The substitution lemma is a parti ular ase of this property
where Hr is empty.

Property 3 (Preservation of lo ks). For any expression e1 and e2 su h that H ` e1 : l and e1 ! e2 then
H ` e2 : l .
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the stru ture of e1 .
Two interesting ase are detailed below.

When (e1 = e3 when e4 ): The lo k al ulus derivation of
e1 is:
H ` e 3 : l4
H ` e 4 : l4
H ` e3 when e4 : l4 on e4
If e4 ! e04 , H ` e04 : l4 by indu tion. Thus, H ` e3 when e04 :
l on e04 . But l on e4 = l on e04 sin e equality between
lo ks is onsidered modulo -redu tion. If e3 ! e03 then,
by indu tion H ` e03 : l4 , thus H ` e03 when e4 : l4 .
Appli ation (e1 = (x:e3 ) e4 ): Applying the lo k rules,
we have H; x : l4 ` e3 : l3 and H ` e4 : l4 . If (x:e3 ) e4 !
e3 [e4 =x℄, then applying the lemma, H ` e3 [e4 =x℄ : l3 [e4 =x℄
give the expe ted result. If e4 ! e04 then H ` (x:e3 ) e04 :
l3 [e04 =x℄. l3 [e04 =x℄ = l3 [e4 =x℄ sin e equality between lo ks
is onsidered modulo -redu tion.

